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Introduction

The NEAT algorithm is a genetic algorithm used as a popular approach for creating agents for

videogames as it can be good for giving simple outputs, given a feed of sensory input) and a

fitness/reward formula is simple to design for most simple videogames. However, while it can generate a

neural network through its methods of evolution that is able to solve a specific level, it struggles when

giving slightly different tasks for example a different level, the same neural network is usually not able to

solve it. The goal of this project is to find a solution or approach that is better able to solve or mitigate this

issue, using Super Mario World for the Super Nintendo as its testing environment.

Theoretical background

Genetic Algorithm

Genetic algorithms are a group of algorithms based on the theory of natural evolution in a basic sense.

They have their own representation of natural selection, where the “fittest” individuals are selected. This

is usually done by creating an initial population with individual genes. This initial population is then

measured against each other with a fitness function, the fitness function is designed to give each

individual specimen a score. With this score in mind, a small selection of the best performing individuals

are chosen to be able to pass their genes to the next generation. From this selection the crossover phase

starts imitating biological reproduction, genes from two parents generate offspring. Finally, the offspring

have a chance of randomly occurring mutation to introduce genes that might have not been generated by

the previous phases. This process gets repeated until an individual that completes a goal or has a certain

level of fitness is found
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Neural Networks

Neural networks are a form of machine learning based on how a network of neurons in a human brain

would interact. They are composed of three layers of nodes, an input layer, multiple hidden layers, and the

output layer. The nodes are given inputs, and these are activated depending on its activation function,

equated with the values inputted and a bias. These in turn output data for other nodes until they reach the

output layer.  Neural networks are a very powerful tool in recognizing patterns and solving multiple AI

problems.

NEAT

NEAT or neural networks through augmenting topologies is a genetic algorithm that generates neural

networks. It differentiates itself from other genetic algorithms by using several innovations, like

speciation, which separates different specimens into their own species allowing them to generate mutation

that might cause decreases in fitness but can ultimately increase its fitness given enough generations. The

initial population on NEAT is not as random as other genetic algorithms, instead it aims to remain as

minimal as possible as to promote smaller networks, but not limit them by including network size into the

fitness function. Finally, NEAT using genetic encoding and tracking genes through historical marking to

be able to merge genomes more successfully from different specimens during the crossover phase.

Objectives

At the start of this project the following objective were proposed.

● Creating a Python implementation of the NEAT genetic algorithm

● Implementing said algorithm to be able to solve the most levels, optimizing for the fastest time

possible
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● Test the following levels against other implementations of NEAT applied to SMW of similar

agents.

○ Yoshi’s Island 2

○ Yoshi’s Island 3

○ Donut Plains 1

○ Soda Lake

○ Larry’s Castle

Adjusted Objective Scope

While a custom implementation of NEAT in Python was mostly completed, the optimization of it would

have taken excessive time and would have been out of the scope of this project. Likewise, implementing

and testing all levels and comparing them, would’ve taken too much time to tune and evolve as each

evolution training takes from 2 hours to a couple of days. So, the project was limited to three levels:

○ Yoshi’s Island 2

○ Yoshi’s Island 3

○ Donut Plains 1

Testing and comparing was done against the simple implementation using a single NEAT-Python and a

chained NEAT implementation.

Initial Approach

The project started with a custom implementation of NEAT on Python based in the Java implementation

of NEAT by the GitHub user Luecx. The implementation of this took around three weeks. It was able to

run on very small, generated neural networks before it started slowing down drastically, there were a few

bugs that needed fixing, and the work to connect other inputs like the screen was nowhere near
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implemented. However, it was useful for getting a grip on the practical part of the functionality of the

algorithm.

1. Files in the custom NEAT implementation for python

“Neat.py” is the main class: from here we initialize the neural network generation with a specified number

of inputs, outputs, and initial specimens. This class is also responsible for invoking all methods from the

structural classes, specially from the specimens and the list of current specimens in each species. Species
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generation, selection of fit specimens, elimination of extinct species, reproduction, and mutation is also

handled here. The details for each of those functions are stored in the structural classes, mostly in

genome.

2. Example of two types of mutation in the Genome Class

We contain all the connections and all the nodes on a generated structure named RandomHashSet, this is

done to keep track of the innovation numbers for the genes, so there are no duplicates, if a mutation

generates a gene that already exists in another genome, the same object will be assigned to this genome,
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with the weight and its toggle state being the only thing that remain different in each genome. It has a get

random function, used for getting a random node or node connection to mutate.

The Genome class besides containing the genome structure contains most of the necessary functions for

the mutation process to work. We have 5 types of mutations. Node mutations create a new node in

between an existing connection creating both a new node and a replacing connection gene; toggle

mutation enables or disables a connection gene, weight shift and random weight mutations change the

weight value in a random connection gene, and finally a link mutation creates a new connection gene in

between two nodes that previously weren't connected.

A GUI to visualize each individual specimen was created for testing and debugging purposes, it has the

added functionality to be able to trigger most functions that would occur in NEAT for a genome.
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3. GUI genome viewer

On the actual implementation of the agent that was going to play Super Mario World originally was

planned to be a CV2 window for a running emulator would grab the pixel data and feed it to the neural

networks, and through xInput python would output these button inputs to the emulator running the game,
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Limitation with Initial Approach

The initial approach was all written from scratch, while it would have been easier to adapt and optimize

code that was written by myself instead of another library, it proved to be to time consuming to make it

run fast enough for it to be viable, and the controller part of the program was extremely rough and would

not have been reliable for this project, thankfully an alternative was found.

Final Approach

The final approach consists of a program with multiple elements, a Python script using Open AI’s gym

retro, a library used for the implementation of a running emulation manipulable with python code where

we extracted the screen data and the internal variables for the game Super Mario World, implementing a

custom scenario where we expose the emulated RAM values for the X and Y coordinates of the player,

the score, lives, the time left in the level, and the death timer which is used as a flag to indicate the player

character has died in the game. The RAM location for these variables was found thanks to the

SMWCentral website’s memory map.

Open CV was used for image manipulation, the original image is exported frame by frame, by gym retro,

this image array is too big to be handled individually as inputs (the resolution for the Super Nintendo is

352×224, that would be 78848 pixels with around 32000 different possible colors) so the pixel array was

resized to an eighth of its original resolution and the color were transformed to grayscale.
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5. Image Array modification for node inputs

The resulting array from Open Cv is used as input nodes for the NEAT network using NEAT-Python 896

nodes each representing a pixel in the reduced grayscale array, with 12 output nodes(SNES controller

buttons), and no random initial hidden nodes to start. The script chains two instances of NEAT-Python the

first, instead of having the 12 output nodes, has N nodes, representing the amount of trained neural
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networks, in the case of proof-of-concept script, three. Outputs from this NEAT instance were chained to

the pretrained pickled neural networks which would be activated temporarily and output the SNES

controls and continuing the process. For each instance, a random level from a pool of three levels.
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Results

The script ran successfully and was able to finish the three proposed levels consistently with the

pre-trained neural networks after around a day of training for the first NEAT instance of the chain. It ran

mostly without slowdowns for the neural network selector, but one of the individual networks caused

slowdown whenever the initial neural network selected it. This was caused by two things, the pickled

neural network also contained every other species in it and not only the most successful specimen, the

way that NEAT-python works makes it difficult to only save the “winner” neural network as it’s saving is

triggered by a fitness threshold that has to vary per level.
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Future work

With an optimized version of NEAT using either a fork of NEAT-python, a NEAT built from scratch

similar to the one in the first approach for this project, or NEAT built and optimized in another language

with custom integration for saving the networks and being able to modify them afterwards, there is

potential for this agent to work much more optimally with more networks attached without having any

slowdown.

The idea for the first neural network, the neural network selector, originally was planned to be able to start

training a new neural network after a certain threshold of time has passed where the current pool of neural

networks was not able to solve the level presented, however this proved difficult to define, and it ended

up creating neural networks for cases where it already had a neural network in its pool that could solve the

level. Given more time, it would be possible to create this feature and expand on the model.
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The first neural network doesn’t benefit from using NEAT, another simpler or different neural network

algorithm might suit it better and make the agent run more efficiently.
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